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Select apparel, a new category from Rebag, includes  sweatshirts . Image credit: Rebag
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Luxury resale platform Rebag is expanding its offerings, adding two new categories of shoes and select apparel.

With its expansion, Rebag is looking to answer market demand while tracking consumer response to its latest
additions. The platform will continue offering a wide range of luxury brands for both men and women while
fostering its continued technology usage.

"After our successful integration of watches and fine jewelry in 2020, shoes and apparel are the natural next step for
us," said Charles Gorra, CEO and founder of Rebag, in a statement.

"Rebag is the expert and ultimate destination for the most coveted luxury items," he said. "We are excited to expand
our horizons and offer our customers new categories to invest in.

"This has always been a request from both our buyers and sellers and will help us address a larger share of their
resale needs."

A full outfit
In addition to its existing categories including handbags, accessories, and more, Rebag is now selling shoes,
including sandals, sneakers, heels, boots and loafers.

Its new select apparel category will include offerings ranging from outerwear, jackets, vests, sweaters and
sweatshirts.
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Rebag now offers  shoes  from coveted luxury brands . Image credit: Rebag

Labels that already had a presence at Rebag are also reflected in the new categories, including Chanel, Gucci,
Hermes, Louis Vuitton and Fendi.

Rebag is also welcoming several new brands for the first time, including Manolo Blahnik, Balmain, Adidas, Yeezy
and more.

Earlier this year, Rebag launched its auction vertical, offering a new way for consumers to obtain coveted luxury
pieces.

Rebag lists its  2,000 latest arrivals in two auction cycles every week. During certain times, Rebag Rewards members
are also invited to VIP Auction, where bidding is only open to them (see story).
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